Abstract-This paper describes a virtual system that emulates an ARM-based processor machine, created to replace a traditional hardware-based system for teaching assembly language. The virtual system proposed here integrates, in a single environment, all the development tools necessary to deliver introductory or advanced courses on modern assembly language programming. The virtual system runs a Linux operating system in either a graphical or console mode on a Windows or Linux host machine. Student feedback indicates that teaching with the virtual system has become progressively easier, clearer and more interesting while keeping staff support to a minimum. Since no software licenses or extra hardware are required to use the virtual system, students are able to carry their own ARM emulator with them on a USB memory stick. Institutions adopting this, or a similar, virtual system can also benefit by reducing the capital investment in hardware-based development kits, and by enabling distance-learning courses.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper describes how students' microprocessor laboratory experience and assignments can be improved by using a virtual system built around the processor emulator QEMU [1] for the teaching and learning of assembly language for ARM processors. The proposed system uses a standard PC equipped with a native x86 compatible processor running Windows or Linux, referred to as the host. An application is launched on the host to run Linux on an emulated ARM system (referred to as the guest). The virtual ARM system is logically indistinguishable from a physical board-based ARM processor system. The resources to run the guest virtual ARM system are made available to students as a compressed downloadable zip file [2] . Uncompressing these resources generates a folder containing an executable file and some data files that require around 1 GB of storage space. Once the virtual system is running on a host machine, students have the option to interact with the guest machine either using an X11 graphical interface The authors are with the School of Systems Engineering, University of Reading, Berkshire RG6 6AY, U.K. (e-mail: o.cadenas@reading. ac.uk; sherratt@ieee.org; dphowlett@ieee.org; c.g.guy@reading.ac.uk; k.o.lundqvist@reading.ac.uk).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TE.2015.2405895 [3] or in console mode (text only). When a student logs on to a guest account, all tools required for software development, such as text editors, assembler, compiler, linker, debugger, and so on, are natively available for targeting an ARM processor. The virtual solution presented in this paper was adopted as a general replacement for the traditional hardware approach of using physical embedded boards equipped with a target processor, typically physical 8-bit processors, or 32-bit processors such as the 68 K, MIPS and embedded PIC 8/16/32-bit processors [4] . This new virtual system also replaces the need to have cross-tools running on a Windows host (cross-compilers), thus avoiding the cost of software license fees. Furthermore, there is no need to purchase and/or replace extra hardware, such as proprietary tools for communication and debugging for the embedded board from the host machine. An immediate benefit of this approach is that a development environment can be replicated quite easily by students on their own PCs anywhere, at any time, since the whole system fits onto a standard USB memory stick. Assisted labs are still scheduled, mostly for students to get direct support from teaching staff. Students can put in extra development time as a matter of their personal choice, without requiring access to any extra university resources such as hardware/software or PC laboratories.
II. BRIEF REVIEW OF VIRTUALIZATION
AND EMULATOR SYSTEMS Virtualization is a rich and wide concept; in fact, it has been applied in different forms at different levels for over 40 years [5] , either as a cost-effective way for software development [6] or for single servers to run different operating systems [7] . With tools such as VMWare [8] and VirtualBox [9] , virtualization has now become easier and popular for all kind of users. Virtual machines, created with these two popular tools, currently cannot emulate an ARM processor; this explains the decision to use QEMU, which can emulate several systems with different CPUs [1] . It has previously been used for mixed simulations of hardware and software models [10] . Also, dual-core virtual platforms to validate the functionality of hardware and software have been demonstrated [11] .
An emulator is a way of allowing program code to run in a controlled environment with facilities that may, or may not, physically exist. The primary consideration with emulators is that of speed and resources such as storage and input/output devices. The emulator program may have to execute several lines of software code to replicate the functionality of a single machine instruction that may only require a few nanoseconds to execute in state-of-the-art hardware. In terms of storage, the com-puter running the emulator must have access to enough space for its own running needs, as well as space for part or all of the emulated system. The emulator, being a computer program, can be adapted more easily than physical hardware.
The first emulators were concerned with the functionality of systems much simpler than those on which they were run. Small 8-bit microcontrollers could be emulated on a PC at a fraction of real-world speed while providing the full range of debugging capabilities, so that microcontroller code could be tested without having to build a circuit. A popular example of an emulator is the Multiple Arcade Machine Emulator (MAME) [12] . As host computers have become more powerful and capacious, it has been possible to emulate ever more complex systems.
The use of emulators to support teaching concepts in computer architecture is not new. A popular teaching environment was SPIM, an emulator for the MIPS 3000 architecture [13] . SPIM was a large step forward in emulator technology but was not flexible enough to demonstrate the interaction between highlevel and assembly languages. SimpleScalar [14] is still one of the most well-known emulators. Although it can be used to teach assembly language, it is mainly used for performance analysis of applications based on specific processor features. However, SimpleScalar does not run a full system, and commonly external cross-compilers are required when developing applications for it. Bochs runs a full system but does not emulate an ARM-based system [15] . Simics does emulate an ARM system but requires a license [16] . However, QEMU is a freely available emulator for a number of different processor architectures. For this work, QEMU running under Windows was used to emulate an ARM processor of sufficient processing power to execute a complete Linux operating system; here, Ubuntu release 9.04 was used.
The use of virtualization for laboratory practice, in teaching and education, has of late been a frequent topic [17] - [19] .
III. BUILDING A QEMU ARM SYSTEM
A QEMU-based system is composed of a number of software components. A simple way to understand the relationship between these components is to look at the command and arguments used when invoking the emulated system to run. A run command has the following general structure:
The command is actually a single line (with " " being used to indicate that the line continues). "qemu-system-arm" is the executable file, on the host, to run a full system emulation for an ARM architecture (" " indicates a command console prompt). This requires a QEMU installation on the host machine freely available from the QEMU web site resources [20] . The argument "versatilepb" is the specific ARM-based machine to emulate, selected from among several supported choices. The argument "Zimage" given after the "-kernel" flag is the name of the file generated after a Linux kernel compilation process. The argument "arm-lab.img" given after the "-hda" flag is the name of the file to be used as the hard disk for the emulated system. This corresponds to a Linux file system. The argument 256, given after the "-m" flag, requests the allocation of 256 MB of memory space as main memory. A maximum of 256 MB is in place for the "versatilepb" machine.
Successfully achieving a workable full system emulator essentially depends on the correct generation of the two files Zimage and arm-lab.img.
A. Generating a Linux Kernel for ARM-Based System
A Linux kernel is an operating system kernel released under the GNU General Public License [21] as C sources files. Running Linux on an ARM-based machine requires the generation of a Linux kernel executable targeted to an ARM machine. This process is well documented [21] ; after a successful compilation process, the image will be ready as "zImage".
B. Generating a Linux File System ARM
The quickest and probably safest way to generate a root file system for ARM is to use automated scripts written specifically for that purpose. Here, a 1 GB blank image file was first created, with the name "arm-lab.img". Secondly, this blank image was formatted with a Linux file system and then filled in with an uncompressed Ubuntu root file system as downloaded from scripts [22] . The generated root file system allows the configuration of a login user and password. Additionally, the lightweight X11 environment LXDE was also installed to allow for a graphical user interface [3] .
IV. QEMU ARM SYSTEM INTERACTION
Students are provided with all the resources required to run a full ARM system emulator. Versions are available for both Windows and Linux host machines. A user guide document is also provided. This guide assumes no previous exposure to Linux, but its structure allows sections to be skipped by students already familiar with certain Linux topics. The major topics covered in the guide are explained in more detail as follows.
A. Booting Up the System
A script is provided that when executed will pop up a window delivering a prompt to enter a login name identity. All students get access to the virtual machine with the login name "arm" and a generic password. Students can opt to personalize their own login and password. First, users are guided to exit the system and then regain access to it. Next, basic Linux commands are introduced, such as those to create files and folders and to navigate across directories. Students also learn how to shut down the system properly. Fig. 1 shows the system running in graphical mode.
B. Editing Text Files
Because students need to edit text files to program in assembly language, they are introduced to common text editors in Linux, such as "vim". However, experience shows that some students may initially struggle to grasp this. Running the system in graphics mode is thus an advantage. Students learn how to switch from console mode to graphic mode and back. In graphic mode it becomes very intuitive to use the editor "Leafpad" embedded in the X11 LXDE desktop or to run a lightweight IDE such as Geany [23] ; see Fig. 1 . Leafpad editor is similar to the common "Notepad" in Windows. A shell Linux console, as in Fig. 1 , is where students write Linux commands. Yet a third method for editing is provided. All registered students are given a centralized network space, referred to as the Network Drive (ND), by the university's IT department. A script is provided for students to map their private ND locally onto the running virtual ARM system. Because the user's ND is automatically mounted onto the Windows host running the virtual machine, students are actually sharing their ND storage between their virtual Linux ARM system and the host PC on which they are working. This has the benefit that students can opt to edit their Linux programming text files (to be used in the virtual machine) under their favorite text editor in Windows.
C. Compiling Projects
A progressive approach was adopted for students to gain familiarity and confidence with the compilation process under Linux, and the running of executables. Students start by compiling, and finding errors in the compilation of, very simple single-file C projects, and then move on to multiple-file C projects. Students learn standard procedures for building executables using the Linux utility "make", including how to link external libraries and to include all these steps into the building process with tailor-made "make" files.
D. Preparations for Assembly Language
Students first experience the whole compilation process by invoking the compiler with a verbose flag on. This allows them to see the whole tool chain in action, in particular the role of the assembler and linker. Lecturers spend time with the students examining the structure of the generated assembly file from C programs. Students then learn how to use the assembler to generate object code, and finally use the linker to generate an executable. In particular, the table of symbols of an executable is examined so as to be able to discern when and how to strip an executable to reduce its size. Students learn the difference between dynamic linked executables and static linked executables and how to find dynamic libraries dependencies from executables.
E. Writing Assembly Language
An assembly language file generated from a minimalistic C file program is used as a starting point. The assembly file is manually stripped down to "bare.s" as the simplest file that could still be successfully executed under Linux; this is so simple that it has only five lines of text and 42 characters. At this stage many simple-yet powerful-actions are performed directly at the assembly language level. In carrying out this set of exercises students revise and go through a rich set of key module learning outcomes centered on the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) for manipulation of data and memory addressing modes.
Students are then focused on a small project, written entirely from scratch in assembly language, in which they learn memory data alignment and the use of the standard method for procedure calls for a given processor architecture. Specific use of processor registers for roles such as program counter, link register or stack pointer is discussed. Students also learn the role of the frame pointer and their careful manipulation in a program before and after a function call. A key concept introduced here is the creation of stack frames or activation records [24] .
F. Debugging
The GNU debugger (GDB) was integrated for use within an assembly language program. Students learn how to compile for debugging, set break points, run a program in steps, examine registers such as the stack pointer and program counter, examine the program stack and walk through the stack frame operation. Students then further explore how to receive and manipulate global arguments passed to programs at the time of execution, as well as to pass and preserve multiple arguments to function calls.
G. Optimizing C Programs in Assembly Language
Although students create whole projects entirely written in assembly language it is more likely they will write projects in a high-level language such as C. There is an opportunity here to show them how to take advantage of their knowledge of assembly language. Students are introduced to perform an analysis of their executables to derive metrics on selected sections of their code, by profiling using the Linux utility "gprof" [25] . In particular, a simple program is used to compute the Fibonacci numbers using recursive calls. This illustrates, for instance, how to determine the number of calls performed by a running program to compute the Fibonacci number in a sequence. Students then have a detailed assembly language-level view of the Fibonacci function and can then consider an optimization strategy that minimizes that number of calls. Optimization is then applied by manipulating the function code directly at the assembly language level, recompiled and run to check whether the unmodified and optimized versions are consistent and safe. For the specific optimization performed in labs (a lazy activation record method [26] ), students see that the optimized version runs much faster.
H. Inline Assembly Language
There are instances where it makes sense to use assembly language embedded into the C code. Students are given specific examples of how to insert single or multiple lines of assembly code and learn the associated risks.
V. MODULE ASSESSMENT AND STUDENT FEEDBACK
Computer Architecture is a 100 contact-hour compulsory module in the second year of the Computer Science and Electronic Engineering degree programs at the School of Systems Engineering, University of Reading, U.K. It consists of two lecture hours and two laboratory hours per week, to cover the work described here. There are extra contact hours throughout the academic year. Enrolled students have had previous coursework in digital logic, C programming and computer applications. The module provides fundamental knowledge of commercially successful computer architectures with emphasis on their instruction set, organization and hardware/software interface. The expected assessable learning outcomes of the laboratory practical sessions are that students develop skills to: 1) evaluate computer performance quantitatively, using benchmark suites; 2) improve computer performance using software techniques; 3) perform assembly programming. The module is assessed by a written exam, with the lab component contributing 30% towards the final mark. The lab component observed common lab practices for teaching engineering undergraduates [27] .
In 2010 the old lab assembly language approach was phased out and the new virtual system was introduced. Since then, a survey has been given to all students taking this lab, to be completed on a voluntary basis, for no reward. Around 70% of students completed the survey. Five of the survey's 15 questions specifically address the learning outcomes of the module. Table I .
Examining these responses in Table I , the following can be stated.
1) Students overwhelmingly felt that they were more directly exposed to the processor's instruction set (Q4, Q5). Only around 10% of students felt they had not gained understanding of the internal hardware organization of a processor (Q1). 2) No one thought that assembly language was not of benefit in speeding up C code (Q3). In fact, the majority of students had witnessed that in the labs. Responses to one of the other ten questions in the survey confirmed that students felt that optimizations at the assembly language level can lead to faster execution. 3) Students still did not feel confident enough to write assembly code (Q2). Less than 10% thought that the software development process was not clear and only 5% thought the course was not useful. These five questions, which are not directly related to the virtual emulation system, were intended to evaluate whether the lab was reinforcing the module's learning outcomes; in other words, to find out what students thought they had learned. Having established that the new lab is in line with the module learning outcomes, the next step is to examine what students thought of the virtual system itself. Consequently, the remaining ten questions in the survey explored: 1) the use of real hardware versus emulation; 2) working anywhere/anytime versus specific scheduled labs; 3) small cost versus no-cost solutions to students; 4) use of Linux versus another OS; and 5) on-line computer-based assessment versus written reports. Broadly speaking, students feel real hardware is slightly preferable to emulation (5:4) but having to meet even a small cost for a hardware kit tipped their preference back to the virtual system, which is not only free, but provides the flexibility to work anywhere/anytime rather than in scheduled labs (3:1). In 2010 30% of students felt that having to become familiar with Linux made the lab harder, but in 2013 this dropped to under 15%. This is probably due to students learning well in advance (either by word of mouth or by checking the syllabus) that Linux will be used in the labs. Consistently over the five years since 2010, over 90% of students prefer to be assessed via on-line computer-based systems rather than by written reports. Table II shows the average final marks achieved by the students for the six course offerings from 2009-2014. The first three of these offerings correspond to the old lab content and the last three years to the new assembly language lab. A quick glance at the table reveals that there has been a significant increase in the final assessment marks since the new lab was introduced. This may not altogether be due to the introduction of the virtual system. For example, in Table II system. A T-test analysis between year 2010-2011 and previous years indicates that there was no significant difference % in the mark distribution through the introduction of the computer-based online assessment in that year. By contrast, the same analysis between further years does indicate there is a very significant change % across the marks after the new virtual system was introduced that cannot be attributed to the online assessment.
The School has a long tradition of gathering, evaluating and incorporating changes based on student feedback. This Schoolwide comprehensive feedback covers both lectures and practical work; it is collected after each module has been delivered and assessed by a board of studies. The feedback gathered from this module indicates that it has become progressively easier, clearer and more interesting. As the feedback is gathered for the whole module (lectures and labs, with both undergoing many small changes) it can only be postulated that the lab component has contributed towards this positive change.
VI. DISCUSSION
The use of an emulated virtual system for teaching assembly language has proved very useful at the University of Reading in terms of reducing capital expenditure, allowing greater flexibility for teaching, while providing a portable solution to students. The combination of the virtual system, teaching material and user manual have resulted in:
• a high level of student engagement with the incremental and gradual changes (editing, compiling C, assembly, debugging) in the learning process; • a dynamic way to observe the application of theory in practical work (ISA, activation records, etc.); • increased student ability to manage demands typically encountered in employment (e.g., code optimizations such as the lazy activation record); • students having opportunities to identify what they need
to learn and what they have learned (starting from C and asking the compiler to generate assembly language before attempting to write assembly, compiling with or without flags, etc.); • students having opportunities to validate what they have learned (by checking that results obtained from C source code and from assembly code are consistent); • a stimulation of collaborative learning, with students engaging in cross collaboration by opening discussions boards on the university virtual learning environment and contributing a number of improvements and minor corrections to the teaching material and user manual. These features are paramount to the pedagogical model of improving the student learning experience in a work-based approach [28] . A primary reason for developing this virtual system was to reducing the cost per student; because of this consideration this lab has never been delivered with a real ARM system. Nevertheless, in informal feedback about real ARM systems (Raspberry Pi [29] , mobile phones and tablets) that essentially replicate the lab experiments, students report a similar experience to that of using the virtual system. This evidence, although anecdotal, is important to highlight for two reasons: it shows students engaging in critical reflection and suggests that the success of the course may draw upon previous student learning experience provided by, say, familiarity with a Raspberry Pi. The convenience for students working at home has made the learning process easier, encouraging them to dedicate more personal time to validating the work done in the university lab. It is expected that the impact of teaching assembly language with real hardware would somehow be similar to teaching embedded systems programming with real hardware [30] . Although the cost saving using a virtual system can be seen as modest, depending on the needs and resources of the end user, it is undeniable that low cost is a key driver for the wider adoption of institutional solutions based on cloud computing [31] . The virtual system presented here can, as future work, be re-engineered to be deployed in the cloud.
Since its initial introduction, the emulator has been adapted to newer features such as the increased amount of kernel memory available and improved methods of offline storage. Also, staff support has been kept to a minimum, mainly being limited to the management and update of the Ubuntu 9.04 repository, generally directly performed by final users via "apt-get". Once a student has downloaded the initial release for the first time, he or she can personalize their own Linux system to their own preferences. From the viewpoint of an educator, based on experience, less-aware students are expected to take about four to six hours of familiarization with the virtual system and Linux before going deeper into the technicalities of programming in assembly language.
Reinforcing the features highlighted above, the method preserves a hands-on approach to gaining skills for software development while maintaining the focus on the understanding of key concepts. Not only does the system keep the emphasis on building familiarity with front-end concepts such as a processor instruction set, but it also simplifies the understanding of some back-end key concepts such as the application of specific binary interfaces or the notion of activation records. (Specific topics of physical interfaces to input/outputs devices such as GPIO, timers, and interrupts are delivered to students in another teaching module that focuses on embedded microprocessors using real hardware with a PIC32 architecture).
This proposal made it natural to incorporate the standard GNU toolsets for development and also for debugging and profiling using GDB and "gprof". With these tools it becomes straightforward to demonstrate how manual optimizations introduced directly into the assembly language code can improve performance of applications, in cases where such optimizations could not be applied by the compilation process itself. Further examples of useful code with direct manipulation of assembly language have been brought into the lab exercises such as bit twiddling routines [32] . Since the deployment of the virtual system, students have assimilated concepts and techniques much faster than before. This has made a real difference, with the teaching of assembly language becoming much more effective than before, judging from the feedback gathered from students over the last few years. Students have been motivated by this new approach. For example, some have reported that they have been able to port the emulator to Mac operating systems. Indeed, some more advanced students have installed and replicated the experiments using the "clang" [33] compiler instead of "gcc". One student wrote a Linux script to connect the emulator running in his home machine to the university network drive. This script was checked and approved by the university's IT department and has now been adopted as default in the release of the virtual system.
A large benefit to both students and the university is in the area of equipment. If hardware boards were to be used, enough would have to be purchased to have one board per student, or at least one per pair of students. This presents similar challenges to adopting hardware description languages to teach digital logic as opposed to the most traditional approach of using physical gates, flip-flops, etc. [34] .
The use of freely available software means that it can be installed on as many computers as necessary without incurring cost, and crucially, the students can download it for use on their own personal machines. Experimentation is no longer confined to a limited amount of equipment in a fixed-time session. A common request over the years from students has been to take hardware development boards away from the laboratories for them to use in their own time at home. The system presented here fulfills this student request, without cost or risk to the university.
VII. CONCLUSION
Changing to an emulator-based assembly language teaching environment has saved money and increased flexibility for the School of Systems Engineering, University of Reading by reducing capital investment in hardware-based development kits. Statistical analysis of the feedback gathered over the last six years from students who have taken the module show an increasing level of satisfaction with the new system. It has also allowed students to have more time to learn with the environment since they are able to have their own copy on their personal computers or carry it with them on a USB memory stick facilitating distance learning courses.
